Packing Material Price List
Place a packing order of £60.00 or more and get FREE DELIVERY
For orders under £60.00, a delivery charge of £15.00 will apply
We only deliver packing material within the M25 zone
DESCRIPTION

Small boxes

18″ x 18″ x 10″

PRICE

WHAT USE IT FOR?

£2.00

The Small Cardboard Box, which is flatter than our
other moving boxes, is designed to carry items such as
china, glassware, books & CDs.

Medium boxes

18″ x 18″ x 20″

£3.00

The Medium cardboard moving box boxes, often
referred to as a Tea Chest Box, are ideal for storing
big, but light, items, such as kitchen utensils or
lampshades

Large boxes

18″ x 18″ x 30″

£3.80

This large cardboard box is ideal for storing or moving
large, light items such as linen, bedding and tall
ornaments.

£7.00

Use a tall wardrobe box to move your clothes,
removing the need to fold them. wardrobe box is 20 X
18 X 48” in size With a fitted hanging rail it will allow
you to hang longer items, such as coats or dresses.

Wardrobe boxes

20 X 18 X 48”

Bubble Wrap

Fragile Packing Tape

500mm x 10m

48mm x 66mtr

£4.00

Use our small rolls of bubble wrap to pack and protect
your possessions.

£2.10

Use the high quality Fragile Packing tape to secure
your moving boxes, while clearly marking the
importance of the contents within.

Brown tape

48mm x 66m

£1.90

This heavy duty brown packing tape is ideal for
securing your cardboard moving boxes.
As used by professional home removal companies, it is
a strong and durable brown packaging tape.

Packing Paper (5 kilos)

508mmX762mm

£7.00

Use our Acid Free packing paper to wrap delicate
items, such as jewellery, silverware and crockery.

Mattress & Sofa cover

small to king size

£2.75

The industry quality polythene king-size mattress bag
provides protection against dirt and dust while your
mattress is in transit or storage.

Don’t overload the boxes - the recommend maximum weigh is 20K per box. Therefore, heavy items into smaller boxes and light items into larger
boxes.
Do mark the boxes – such as by content, room where it belongs to, Fragile and heavy. This is very important for the safety or your goods and our
men.

